
Second Class Line: 
 
Welcome your students to the second class of Learning to Look, Line.  
 
The last time we met we learned about the Elements of Art. Who can remember the first element? 
Color.  
 
Today we are going to study another element, Line.  
 
Every time we pick yup our pencil and make marks we are making lines. The artist Paul Klee described 
drawing as “going for a walk with a line.” The children’s book Harold and the Purple Crayon provides a 
delightful introduction to this concept of drawing with one continuous line.  
 
Now let’s talk about lines:  

• Lines can point a direction, set boundaries and measure distance. Lines form the written 
language (letters and numbers). Lines that join together or intersect become shapes.  

• What kind of lines do we have in our every day lives?  
o Recess lines  
o Telephone lines 
o Clotheslines  
o Lines at the supermarket  

▪ What do we associate with lines on a face?  

• Age  
▪ Where do you see long pairs of lines that do not meet (parallel lines)? 

• Highways, railroad tracks  
▪ Where do you see straight lines?  (more often in man-made objects) 
▪ Where do you see curved lines (more often in nature)  

• Directional Lines:  
o 1. Vertical lines 

▪ Skyscrapers, trees, telephone poles, lamp post  
▪ What moods or feelings do vertical lines convey?  

• Strong, straight  
▪ When is your body vertical?  

• When standing (have the class stand)  
o 2. Horizontal lines  

▪ The horizon, the floor, a bed, a table, a pool  
▪ What moods or feelings do horizontal lines convey?  

• Grounded, relaxed, at rest, calm  
▪ When is your body horizontal?  

• When lying down, asleep (have the students stretch out flat on the floor 
for a moment)  

o 3. Diagonal lines  
▪ A slide, a plan taking off, a ramp  
▪ What feeling do diagonals convey?  

• Action, movement  
▪ When is your body at a diagonal?  

• Running, walking fast, learning into the wind, gymnastics  



o 4. Wavy Lines 
▪ A wavy ocean, lake or river, snake, rolling hills, curly hair  
▪ What feelings do they convey? Movement  

o 5. Zigzag Lines  
▪ Lightning, a jagged tear, the earth after an earthquake  
▪ What mood do they convey? Tense, anxious, frenzied  

o 6. Spiral Lines 
▪ A spring, a slide, water going down a drain, a tornado, a coiled snake, an old 

telephone cord, a ballerina twirling  
▪ What feelings do they convey? Spinning, swirling, energetic  
▪ Can you twirl or spin like a spiral?  

• Quality of Line:  
o Lines may vary in quality depending how we draw them. For example, a line made of 

chalk will look different than a line made with paint or a pen.  
▪ Interim activity:  

• Have children draw different shaped lines using different materials (ie. 
Crayon, marker, pencil)  

 

 
 
 

• Lines as symbols 
o Lines can also symbolize or stand for certain things:  

▪ +, - , =, X, ?, check mark  

• Lines in patterns  
o Lines can be repeated to form patterns  

▪ Butterfly wings, square floor tiles, stripes  
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
LOOKING AT LINE IN A WORK OF ART:  

A. The Great Wave off Kanagawa  
a. Katsushika Hokusai, Japanese, 1831-1833 
b. Medium – woodblock print   

B. Dialogue Suggestions: 
a. Reveal the poster above.  

i. Are the lines easy or difficult to see in this picture?  
1. They are clear and easy to see  

a. One of the reasons the lines are so precise and non-blurry in 
this picture is that it is a type of art known as woodblock print  

i. Have you ever made a print themselves using rubber 
stamps and ink?   

ii. This Japanese artist first made a drawing of the image. Then he glued it to a 
piece of cherry wood. A carver cut away all the wood except where the drawing 
was so that its lines would appear raised. Next the printer covered the raised 
portions of the block with ink and placed paper over it. This was pressed with a 
pad so that the ink would absorb into the paper. The design of the ink was then 
transferred to the paper to make a print.  

1. Quick Activity Option: Show students how to use an ink pad and 
stamps.  

iii. What captures your attention first in this picture?  
1. The big wave  

iv. How many boats can you find? There are three boats  
v. Are there any people in this picture?  

1. Help the students find approximately 20 men huddled over in their 
wooden fishing boats. Point out their shaved heads and  blue kimonos  

vi. What do you see in the distance 



1. A mountain  
a. This is Mt. Fuji, a volcanic peak sacred to the Japanese and a 

distinguishing mark of their landscape  
vii. If this print were a movie, what do you think would happen next?  

1. The wave would crash  
2. The man has gren skin.  

viii. What kind of lines do you see in this picture?  
1. Curved lines, wavy lines  

ix. What kind of feeling do the curved lines create?  
1. A swirling movement.  

x. Do waves really look like this in nature? No. The artist drew the great wave as if 
it were alive. It s many fingers reach out to grab the boats. This creates a scary 
mood.  

xi. How do we feel about the wave?  
1. The viewer feels about to be swallowed up by the wave because our 

viewpoint is from in the water on the same level as the boat.  
xii. Are lines repeated to setup a rhythm or pattern?  

1. Yes, we see repeated lines creating decorative patterns in both the 
white crests of the waves as well as in the blue water. The repeated 
circular heads also form a pattern. Japanese prints often have 
decorative patterns.  

xiii. Do the lines suggest that the picture was done slowly or quickly?  
1. Quickly because of the tremendous feeling of energy in the lines 

themselves.  


